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All Star Equestrian Foundation Schooling Team
Requirements and Description
Purpose: To improve/maintain physical and mental fitness of the ASEF herd while
ensuring each individual horse is prepared to participate safely in EAAT.
General Requirements
●
●
●
●
●

Keep all required ASEF annual volunteer paperwork current.
Complete Horse Handling training and be approved for use as a leader in EAAT by an ASEF instructor.
Must be 14+ years of age.
All mounted schoolers must be 20% or less of their assigned horse’s body weight, including tack.
All mounted schoolers must wear an ASTM certified helmet while riding an ASEF horse.

Enrichment - Participants will groom/in-hand graze assigned horse for 30 minutes. Multiple horses can be

assigned to each participant, to be groomed/in-hand grazed consecutively on the same day.
Participants must school on Mondays, being monitored by schooling managers or mounted/mounted +
schooling team members.
Requirements
1.) Meet all general requirements.
2.) Currently registered as a volunteer in an ASEF session.

Ground - Participants will groom/ground work their assigned horse, approximately 45min-1hr per horse.

Ground work will consist of the Parelli 7 Games and any other activities specified by a schooling
manager. Ground schooling will occur on Monday mornings, times to be determined by a schooling
manager, or at scheduled times as approved by a schooling manager.
Requirements
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Meet all general requirements.
Participate in schooling regularly.
Complete 7-Games training with a schooling manager.
Complete schooling paperwork for each schooling session.

Mounted - Participants will groom/tack/ride their assigned horse for 45 minutes, not including 30 minutes of
ground work before mounting (Parelli 7 Games). Once mounted, participants will follow designated
instructions as specified by a schooling manager for each individual horse. These participants will be
expected to improve the horse’s condition at the walk/trot. Mounted level schooling will occur on
Monday mornings, times to be determined by a schooling manager.
Requirements
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Meet all general and ground schooling requirements.
Participate in schooling regularly.
Complete schooling paperwork for each schooling session.
Demonstrate an *intermediate level of riding skill, to be determined by a schooling manager.
i.) * Additional riding instruction may be provided during schooling by a schooling manager if
participant’s skills do not meet all intermediate riding level expectations.
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Mounted(+) - Participants will groom/tack/ride their assigned horse for approx. 45 minutes, not including

up-to 30 minutes of ground work before mounting. Once mounted, participants will follow designated
instructions as specified by a schooling manager for each individual horse. These participants will be
expected to correct negative behavior while reinforcing behaviors conducive to EAAT and improve
conditioning at the walk, trot, *canter. Participants will ride on Monday with mounted schoolers, or
contact a schooling manager to schedule a time.
*Not all ASEF horses will be conditioned to a canter. The schooling
manager will provide specifics on a case-by-case basis.
Requirements
1.) Meet all general schooling requirements.
2.) Demonstrate an advanced level of riding skill, to be determined by a schooling manager.
a.) Able to complete PATH Intl. instructor riding pattern proficiently.
3.) Have 3+ years of horseback riding experience at the advanced level.
4.) Complete schooling paperwork for each schooling session.
5.) Be available to school ASEF horses at off property horse shows.

If at any point a schooling team member is unable to fulfill the requirements as stated
above, ASEF schooling managers will ask that team member to refrain from
participating on the ASEF Schooling Team until they are able to meet the above
requirements.

